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 GeoDH Project WP3 and its methodology in brief
WP 3: Regulations of Geothermal District Heating Systems
WP3.1. Analysis of current barriers to the development of geothermal DH (leader: PAS MEERI)
WP3.2. Elaboration of recommendations on local regulations of geothermal DH systems
(leader: COSViG, Italy)

Main WP 3 outcome: „Regulatory Framework for geoDH in Europe”
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WP 3: Regulations of Geothermal District Heating Systems

Objectives:
To propose the removal of regulatory barriers in order to:
• Promote the best regulatory environment
• Optimise and simplify the procedures, attribution of licences and ownership of resources
for geoDH systems’ operators and policy makers by translating the best rules
into local and regional regulatory systems
This was materialized as
”Regulatory Framework for Geothermal District Heating in Europe”

Main target groups:
National, regional and local public authorities in charge of regulations and local development
(deeply involved and responsible for the licensing process and other procedures
conc. geothermal energy exploration, exploitation/development, use and management)
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The basis and methodology for preparation of the
“Regulatory Framework for Geothermal District Heating in Europe”

•

Experience and observations regarding the regulatory and administrative environment,
shortcomings and obstacles in implementing geothermal heating projects

•

Outcomes of 14 GeoDH National Workshops and Questionnaire Survey (2012-2014)
identifying the barriers for geoDH deployment in each of the GeoDH Project countries

•

Findings of IEE Projects:
- “Geothermal Regulatory Framework – Heat”, GTR-H (2006–2009)
- ”Promoting Geothermal Electricity in Europe”, GEOELEC (2011-2013)

•

Screening of selected publications
then

•

Consultations of the draft Regulatory Framework by all GeoDH Partners

•

Meetings with selected local authorities (LAs) in all GeoDH countries
to present the Regulatory Framework and to gain their endorsements
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 Recommendations on
Regulatory Framework for Geothermal District Heating in Europe
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”Regulatory Framework for Geothermal District Heating in Europe”

Contents:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Introduction
Definition of geothermal energy resources and related terms
Geothermal resources ownership and regulations
Licensing systems for geothermal exploration and development
concerning geoDH (including simplification of the procedures)
V. Licensing for district heating (DH)
VI. Geothermal energy and the licensing authority
VII. Access to information on geothermal resources suitable for geoDH systems
VIII. Geothermal district heating systems in national, regional and local energy
planning and management
IX. Role of public and private stakeholders
(energy service companies, district heating system operators, etc.)
(16 pp., A-4)
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Key recommendations
 National and local rules must include a definition of geothermal energy resources and related terms,
in line with Directive 2009/28/EC;
 Ownership rights should be guaranteed;
 Administrative procedures for geothermal licensing have to be fit to purpose - they should be streamlined
wherever possible and the burden on the applicant should reflect the complexity, cost and potential impacts
of the proposed geothermal energy development;
 The rules concerning the authorisation and licensing procedures must be proportionate and simplified,
and transferred to regional (or local if appropriate) administration level.
The administrative process must be reduced;

 Rules for district heating (DH) should be as decentralised as possible in order to be adaptable to the local
context, and stipulate a mandatory minimum level of energy from renewable sources, in line with
Article 13 §3 of Directive 2009/28/EC;
 A unique geothermal licensing authority should be set up;
 Information on geothermal resources suitable for geoDH should be available and easily accessible;
 GeoDH should be included in national, regional and local energy planning and strategies;
 Policy-makers and civil servants should be well informed about geothermal;
 Technicians and Energy Service Companies should be trained in geothermal technologies;
 The public should be informed and consulted about Geothermal DH project development in order to support
public acceptance;
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 Legislation should aim to protect the environment and set priorities for the use of underground:
geothermal energy should be given priority over other uses such as for unconventional fossil fuels, CCS,
and nuclear waste deposits.

„Regulatory Framework for Geothermal District Heating in Europe” –
main message

•

Administrative procedures for geothermal licensing should be fit for purpose –
they should be streamlined wherever possible and the burden on the applicant
should reflect the complexity, cost and potential impacts of the proposed
geothermal energy development

•

The rules concerning the authorisation and licensing procedures need to be proportionate
and simplified, transferred to the regional level of administration (or local if appropriate)

•

Administrative process should be shortened
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 Focus on Poland: the key regulatory barriers
for developing geothermal district heating projects

Actual situation – background for considerations:
- Suitable geothermal resources for geoDH in many localities
- Good experiences from operations of existing geoDH systems
- Interests of local authorities/investors and societes in geoDH development
- ~500 DHs, 58 000 MWt /42% total heat sales/,
- Coal-based heating sector (75%, with increasing gas share)
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Legislation – the positives
Geological & Mining Law (new, since 2012):
proper legal basis for geoDH development aimed to ease formal / administrative procedures:

• Transfer the licenses, permits and other procedures to regional administration level

• One-step licensing system (for exploitation drillings, for geothermal water exploitation)
• Limited number of fees (no license fee, no fee for geological information used
for project purposes, no royalty for geothermal water exploitation, reduced fee for the use
of geological information in order to exploit geothermal water (up to 1% of its value
to 31/12/2020, than 5%), no contract for mining operation
• Shortening the exploitation license procedures by reduction of the duties
of cooperation with other bodies while issuing the decision on concession
(in some cases still long procedures (3-4 months in practise) to agree EIA report with local/regional
entities (incl. Regional Environment Inspection Agendas) before issuing environmental decision
(attachment to application for issuing geothermal drilling/geoth. exploitation license)
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Legislation – the negatives
• No RES Law so far (Sep 2014): when introduced it will not facilitate geoDH deployment
giving role for RES heat/cold (oriented for RES electricity, co-incineration, small installations)
• NREAP – minor role of geothermal heat by 2020

Economic / financial barriers (resulting from the lack of proper provisions in main legal acts):
• No public support for drillings (since 2012) – key elements of each geothermal project
(geoDH in particular) (some support is available for surface infrastructure)
• No Geological / Drilling Risk Insurance Fund

(so far) No cohesive, stable, long-term legal / financial s y s t e m
for local authorities /investors to develop geoDH
(heat supply in responsibilities of LAs having no sufficient own funds to start such projects)
(specially when coal/ gas are strong competitors,
and coal-based heat prices do not contain externalities)

Good provisions of Geological & Mining Law are not able to work alone!
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In conclusion:
necessary actions to combat the stagnation and start to develop geODH
Main facts needed to happen:
• Restoration of the public Program of geothermal drillings’ support, establishing of GRIF
• Including more RES heat/cold in RES Law, NREAP (difficult to achieve)
• The change of approach and opinion on geoDH projects by decision makers and politicians –
despite obvious benefits and competitive heat prices – sometimes still negative,
outdated knowledge on potential, technologies, costs) --> lack of political will?
Eg.: comprehensive proposal /prepared by geo-experts/ to develop geoDH in prospective cities where
DH already exist has been awaiting for decision on realisation for several years …)

• More interest expressed by DH operators, ESCOs
(large DH companies are rarely interested in geoDH, even in localities with proper geothermal potential)
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In conclusion:
necessary actions to combat the stagnation and start to develop geODH
• Taking decisions of public support for particular RES on a transparent basis
(i.e. periodical comparison of the efficiency of support to generate a given energy unit
/TJ, MWh/ from various RES - to ease decisions which RES should be further developed)
• Tireless information and education addressing DH operators, local authorities, decision
makers, professionals, common public, etc. - a sine qua non condition to create awareness
on geoDH and better conditions for its development
• Good will and individual interest from their sides to take part, make use and benefit from
opportunities such as dissemination, trainings and results offered by professional institutions,
experts and partners of national / EU programms ...
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 How to involve local authorities
in geoDH projects?

Production wells, PEC Geotermia Podhalanska
Poland, Sep 2014

How to involve local authorities in geoDH projects? – generals
• Heat supply to local communities - the task of local authorities (which generally
have limited resources for all of its own tasks, treated more urgently than the RES-heat)
• Good provisions in Geological&Mining Law have to be accompanied by a sound signal from
governmental side that geoDH is seriously treated as an element of RES mix (RES Law, NREAP),
being a subject of public supportive measures, incl. support of geothermal drillings
(note: some support for surface heating infrastructure is available, but not for geo-drillings!)
• Good will to cooperate and acceptance for the realisation good studies and proposals
from the professional circles

• More good will and real interest of politicians, authorities, etc.
• In last years several LAs and DH companies made modernisation and optimisation
of existing DH systems (hence the most suitable moments to introduce
geothermal have passed away in several cases, also from economic point of view …) the more urgent is to create asap proper legal/financial system which would enhance
investors to develop geoDH projects ….
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